Abstract. With the continuous improvement of the manufacturing level in the aerospace, automobile, shipbuilding and other fields, higher requirements for the assembly precision and speed of the components in the manufacturing process are raised. However, the manual operation method is generally adopted in the work of large mechanical parts assembly in our country. Through the visual feedback of the human eye to the operation interface, the labor intensity is large, the efficiency is low, and the assembly cycle is long. To solve this problem, spatial position and posture of object detection system based on binocular stereo vision is proposed. On the basis of the predecessors, the traditional calibration method is improved, the calibration of the binocular camera is realized and the position and position deviation of the component is measured by the binocular camera. The difference of the position detection system of the binocular vision is less than 0.1mm in the three space positions, and the difference between the three rotation angles is less than 0.15 degrees. It lays the foundation for automatic docking of components.
Introduction
In recent years, the level of aerospace, automotive, shipbuilding and other fields, which is closely related to the manufacturing industry, has developed rapidly in the design and manufacture of large mechanical parts. With the continuous improvement of the factory manufacturing level, the assembly accuracy and speed of components in the manufacturing process are higher. But at present, the work of large mechanical parts assembly in our country mainly depends on manual completion, that is to put each part on the bracket or trailer platform first, then according to the bolts and screw holes at different positions on the combination surface of each component, and rely on a number of workers to push one of the parts slowly close to another part, and pass through continuously. Observe and adjust the relative position of bolt and screw hole to complete the alignment and insertion operation of components. Moreover, the docking effect of this way often depends on the experience and operation level of the personnel. The docking accuracy is low, the installation speed is slow, and the operation stability is poor.
With the development of machine vision measurement technology [1] [2] [3] , laser tracking measurement technology [4, 5] and robot technology [6] and so on, automatic docking has become an inevitable trend of development [7] , in the docking of large and irregular large mechanical parts. Binocular vision is an important form of machine vision. It is simple, reliable, flexible and widely used. In this paper, binocular vision position and position detection technology is used to propose a binocular vision component space pose detection method, which lays the foundation for automatic docking of components.
Construction of binocular vision position detection system

Structure model of binocular stereo vision system
The structure model of the binocular vision system is shown in Fig. 1 According to the geometric structure relations, the coordinates of the P points can be obtained as follows: 
The structure parameters of the system constitute the important parameters of the system. By analyzing the error composition of the above formula and the precision requirements of the actual assembly, the configuration of the binocular system can be determined. symmetrical distribution, the camera's baseline distance is 360mm, and the angle between the camera and the baseline is 67.5°.
The realization of calibration
The traditional camera calibration method can be used for any camera model with high calibration accuracy, but the calibration process is complex and requires expensive high precision calibration equipment. Zhang has proposed a simple, flexible and practical camera calibration method [8] . This paper has made improvements on the basis of previous predecessors, and realized the calibration of the binocular camera. The total size of the calibration board is 100mm*100mm, the checkerboard formation area is 70mm*60mm, and the checkerboard size is 10mm*10mm, the error is 20μm. There are 30 inner corners in the whole checkerboard. Before each shot, it is necessary to change the position and posture of the calibration board until 20 pictures are taken, then the calibration button on the interface is used to get the inside and outside parameters of the camera, and the calibration work is completed. The camera calibration interface is shown in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 The camera calibration interface After calibration, the internal matrices of camera 1 and camera 2 are (5) and (6) respectively, and the binocular matrix R and T matrix are (7) and (8) In order to verify the measurement accuracy of the position and posture detection system based on binocular vision, the error of the measurement results on the space six degree of freedom is calculated by the experimental method. The error distribution of binocular measuring system in three directions of x, y and z is drawn by comparison of linear guide rail (single degree of freedom guide rail and precision =0.01mm). The error of the binocular measurement system on three rotational degrees of freedom (pitch angle, roll angle, yaw angle) is used in the experiment. In the experiment, the posture of the calibrated plate is used as the detection object, and the result of the posture calculation of the calibrated plate obtained by the high precision manipulator is taken as the reference value, and the binocular vision is compared with the binocular vision measurement results. After 100 time measurements, the difference of the position detection system of the binocular vision is less than 0.1mm in the three space positions, and the difference between the three rotation angles is less than 0.15 degrees. Fig.3 is the experimental scene when the error is measured. Fig. 4 is the result of the test. 
Conclusion
This paper makes a theoretical study and experiment on the position and posture detection system based on binocular stereo vision. The difference of the position detection system of the binocular vision is less than 0.1mm in the three space positions, and the difference between the three rotation angles is less than 0.15 degrees. It is proved that the design method of the system is simple and the structure is easy to be realized. It can detect the position and pose of the components in high precision, which has a good prospect of application.
